Design is an iterative, generative, and multidisciplinary process by its nature. Iteration occurs often in most of the engineering design and development projects including construction. Design iterations cause rework, and extra efforts are required to get the optimal sequence and to manage the projects. Contrary to simple design, isolation of the generative iterations in complex design systems is very difficult, but reduction in overall iterations is possible.
Introduction
Iterations are unavoidable in design causing delays and chaos. On the other hand it is obligatory to produce design values. However, not all iterations generate value (Ballard 2000) . But for efficient management we have to get rid of iterations that are not generating values or, at least have to reduce such iterations. There are many simple design cases in which the complete elimination of non-generative iterations is possible. But in case of complex design system such as construction, it is very rare. It is because of close interdependency regarding tremendous information flow between various professionals of different Design Subsystems (DS) and organizations. Besides the tremendous magnitude of information involve, the complexity with which this information flows contribute considerably to the difficulty of design (Gebala and Eppinger 1991) . It is also a fact that construction design projects, particularly the design of roadway projects involve more design changes. And because of multidisciplinary nature rework can definitely occur.
Several techniques are available to reduce the nongenerative iterations as described by Ballard. The Design Structure Matrix (DSM) method is chosen as it can efficiently eliminate or reduce iterative loops by resequence design parameters/tasks. Much of research are focused on solving a complex design iteration using DSM (Tyson 2001 , Mohammed et al. 2011 , Benjamin and John 2009 , Park et al. 2010 . In addition to this, it is also helpful for finding an optimal sequence. The design is always an easy prey for internal and external uncertainties. Out-of-sequence design process leads to low productivity, prolonged duration, and decreased value of the design solution (Koskela et al. 1997) . The application of matrices in design management of construction projects is not very common but for simulation or modeling it is widely acceptable. Moreover, complexity in design can be addressed using DSM based analysis model and is easily readable regardless of size.
The use of matrices in system modeling can be traced back to Warfield in the 70' s and Steward in the 80' s (DSM Tutorial 2008) . This paper addresses the resequence of the design parameters of various DS using DSM based analysis model. The purpose for putting emphasis on this approach and model is because the construction companies are now more involved in design and build based project to attain contractual integration.
The emphasis is on making the managers proactive in design management by knowing the crucial iteration obtained, after reducing non-generative loops and getting optimal sequence. In this paper, we mainly address the harbor and the building design project to verifying DSM application to reduce iteration and acquire optimal sequence. The input data for the model was obtained through survey and workshop with table/spreadsheet from various managers/designer of design companies around.
Design Structure Matrix
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In design phases, many of design parameters should be considered simultaneously. A di-graph (or directed graph) is a simple method to represent interconnection between those parameters. the di-graph is a collection of vertices, together with some arcs joining some of these vertices (Chen 2002) . It can also be called as arrow diagram
where, D = digraph V = finite set or vertice A = a subject of Cartesian prouct V V
The adjacency matrix of the digraph D is an n × n matrix A where aij, the entry on the i-throw and j-th column is defined by
Figure 1 can also be expressed using Equation(1) V = 1,2,3,4,5,6 A = (1,2),(1,3),(2,4),(2,5),(3,1), (3,6),(4,3),(4,6), (6, 5) Adjacency matrix can be expressed using Equation (2) Relationship among these can be characterized by three fundamental building blocks; Parallel (independent), sequential (dependent), and coupled (interdependent), as shown in Figure 2 .
In complex and large projects, the representation of interaction among various DS parameters is a difficult task. But DSM provides an easy and compact method to allocate and understand interaction. In design systems analysis, it is also called precedence matrix.
A precedence matrix is a square matrix with as many rows and as many columns as there are vertices in the graph (Steward 1981) . DSM is a tool to eliminate or minimize iterative loops by resequence task. is to keep it in lower triangular form to obtain a sequence where each one can be executed only after it receives all information from its predecessors (Eppinger et al. 1993 ).
But as described earlier that it may happen only in simple design project cases. Therefore, for large complex design projects it is suggested to keep feedback marks to a minimum and close to the diagonal line in order to get optimal sequence and crucial iterations. consists of partitioning and tearing algorithms (Steward 1965 and 1981) .
3 3. .1 1 P Pa ar rt ti it ti io on ni in ng g A Al lg go or ri it th hm m In partitioned DSM, dependency of all parameters remains same, only the sequence changes. Figure 4 depicts the DSM Partitioning algorithm. (Steward 1981) . But this process entails both management and engineering judgment, and is extremely dependent upon the individual' s knowledge of interrelationship (Warfield 1973) . Therefore, it is suggested to limit the proposed model up to partitioning and leave the tearing upon the managers.
Then, managers can apply their knowledge to further reorder the blocks of partitioned DSM by keeping in view the lower triangular form. In addition to this, a survey can also be performed to rank the priority of design parameters within the blocks. Therefore, tearing involves heuristic approach and may consist of the following steps: 2. If more than one such parameter is found then determine which one delivers maximum output by observing partitioned DSM column, and schedule it first.
3. Repeat the process till all loops are scheduled.
If it is still not possible to order within blocks then
arrange the design parameters, keeping in view the required result, to form lower triangular matrix having no feedback marks or try to schedule to get dependency close to diagonal line. The Partitioned DSM of harbor design project offered the optimal sequence along with one crucial iteration of design parameters. The apartment building design project survey data are also shown in Table 2 , and Partitioned DSM of it is shown in figure 7 . 
Proposed Model and Case Study

CONCLUSION
The significance of information flow in design is widely acceptable but the multidisciplinary nature of design always causes hindrance in it due to iterations. The emerging corporate trend in construction is also causing multifarious problems regarding responsibility measures.
The optimal sequence and lessen the rework have been a 
